
Vocabulary - Conflict 1
A series of exercises for non-native speakers of English to

practise vocabulary associated with conflict.
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1
How to use this course



How to use this course
 

Before you start, click on the circles in the sample screen below to find out how to

use the course. 
 

 
 
 
 

1 Click on the word 'Navigate' to make the
course menu appear and again to make it
disappear. It displays the course
structure and your progress. You can use
this menu to move to different parts of the
course quickly. 
 
You can jump directly to a page by
clicking on it. 
 
Now close this box and click on another
circle, or click on next page if this is the
last circle. 
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2 The page indicator shows you how far
through the course you are. 
 
Now close this box and click on another
circle, or click on next page if this is the
last circle. 

 
 
 

3 These are the control buttons. The arrow
on the left takes you to the previous page,
the circular arrow in the middle reloads
the current page if you need to read or
listen again and the arrow on the right
moves to the next page. 
 
Now close this box and click on another
circle, or click on next page if this is the
last circle. 

 
 
 

4 These are the volume controls. Click on
the speaker icon to turn sound on and off,
or drag the green slider to control sound
levels. 
 
Now close this box and click on another
circle, or click on next page if this is the
last circle. 

 
 
 

5 The progress bars show you how far you
are through the course and through the
current section. 
 
Now close this box and click on another
circle, or click on next page if this is the
last circle. 

 
 
 

6 The title of the course is displayed here. 
 
Now close this box and click on another
circle, or click on next page if this is the
last circle. 
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7 This is the main content area where
course content is displayed. 
 
The bar above is the title bar and the bar
below the navigation bar. 
 
Now close this box and click on another
circle, or click on next page if this is the
last circle. 
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Introduction



Introduction
 

 

 
 

1 These modules are part of a course designed to help non-native speakers of
English to learn useful vocabulary and structures associated with
journalism. They will also provide reading and listening practice around
particular vocabulary topics. 
 
 
Some modules will focus on vocabulary and others on grammar. We'll look
at topics such as reporting on conflict, diplomacy and business, and study
grammatical areas such as reported speech and tenses. 

 

2 You'll have a chance to learn new vocabulary in its original context and to
practise listening and reading using authentic BBC news stories. At the
end there is a glossary of vocabulary, which gives a list of all of the words,
word partnerships and expressions used throughout the module. Have a
pen and paper ready to note down your answers and useful vocabulary. 
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Introduction

These modules are part of a
course designed to help non-
native speakers of English to
learn useful vocabulary and
structures associated with
journalism. They will also
provide reading and listening
practice around particular
vocabulary topics.

This unit will look at vocabulary associated with conflict.

You'll have a chance to learn new vocabulary in its original context and
to practise listening and reading using authentic BBC news stories. At
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3
Vocabulary



There's a lot of vocabulary associated
with conflict.
 

Click to find five definitions for some useful vocabulary.
 

 
 
 
 

1 To bombard is to fire bombs at
something, so a bombardment is an
attack using artillery or aircraft fire. 

 
 
 

2 To build up is to increase in number or
strength. 

 
 
 

3 A ground operation is an attack using
foot soldiers. 
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4 An arsenal is a collection of weapons. 

 
 
 

5 Militants is a word typically used to
describe fighters who don't belong to a
regular army and have strong political or
religious beliefs.  
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Vocabulary - nouns
 

Drag and drop the vocabulary to complete the sentences.
 
Reporting on conflict requires a lot of specialist vocabulary. How much do you
know? 
 
 

A small battle might be called a skirmish

If a city is surrounded and attacked it is a siege

A surprise attack could be an ambush

An order for civilians to stay at home is a curfew

A formal agreement to end the fighting
is

a truce
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Vocabulary -  plural nouns
 

Drag and drop the vocabulary to complete the sentences.
 
Reporting on conflict requires a lot of specialist vocabulary. How much do you
know? 
 
 

New soldiers which make a force
stronger are

reinforcements

Another word for fighting or war hostilities

Places where the enemy has most
soldiers are its

strongholds

Temporary agreements to stop
shooting are

ceasefires

Cruel, shocking actions are sometimes
described as

atrocities
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Vocabulary - verbs
 

Drag and drop the vocabulary to match the definition.
 
The following vocabulary is often used to describe conflicts. Can you match the
definitions correctly? 
 
 

To rally is to get stronger again after earlier defeat.

To retreat is to move backwards, often after defeat.

To deploy is to send soldiers to a particular place.

To counter-attack is to strike back after being attacked.

To mobilise is to order soldiers to prepare to fight.
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Vocabulary - verbs
 

Drag and drop the vocabulary to match the definition.
 
The following vocabulary is often used to describe conflicts. Can you match the
definitions correctly? 
 
 

To regroup is to reorganise after a battle.

To rout is to defeat the enemy completely.

To withdraw is a less negative way of saying to retreat.

To retaliate is to strike back after being attacked.

To marshal is to gather or organise soldiers.
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Reading



Different ways of reading
 

 

 
 

1 Think about how you read different texts. You don't approach a newspaper
article in the same way as you might the flight information board at an
airport or a recipe for baking a cake. 
 
Basically, there are three different ways of reading - reading for general
meaning or gist (known as skimming), reading for specific information
(scanning) and reading for detailed knowledge. 
 
Studies seem to show that, although we automatically select the
appropriate reading style in our first language, most learners only ever
read for detail in a second language and never fully develop effective
skimming and scanning techniques. 
 
The next exercises will allow you to practise the three different ways of
reading. 

 

2 Skim read a newspaper 

 

3 Scan the departure board 

 

4 Read a recipe for detail 
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Different ways of reading

Think about how you read different texts. You don't approach a
newspaper article in the same way as you might the flight information
board at an airport or a recipe for baking a cake.

Basically, there are three different ways of reading - reading for general
meaning or gist (known as skimming), reading for specific information
(scanning) and reading for detailed knowledge.
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Skim reading
 

 

 
 

1 Reading a text quickly to absorb general information is a valuable skill.
The text below will disappear in 45 seconds, so you'll have to read it
quickly! When you've finished, go to the next page to answer a question
about the general meaning.  

 

2 Indian and Pakistani troops at the border 
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Skim reading

Reading a text quickly to absorb general information is a valuable skill. The text below will
disappear in 45 seconds, so you'll have to read it quickly! When you've finished, go to the

Reports last week said Pakistan had redeployed
some troops from the north-west to the Indian
border and cancelled some army leave.

Air strikes against militants in the restive Swat and
Bajaur regions had been scaled down, officials said.

But one Pakistani military official told Reuters that
reports of thousands of troops being redeployed
were "absolute rubbish".

India's military has denied any significant
bolstering of troops on the border.

1

2



Skimming for general meaning or gist
 

As a journalist it is important to be able to read material quickly and get a good

idea of the general meaning.
 

 
Choose the best summary of the story you have just read about India and Pakistan. 
 
 
 

Pakistan has denied reports that its troops will leave the Indian border.

 

False. Pakistan has denied reports that army leave (holiday) has been

cancelled. 
 
 
 

Pakistan is moving troops from the Indian border to attack militants in
Swat and Bajaur. India is not sending reinforcements.

 

Completely untrue. Pakistan has denied reports that it is moving

troops in the opposite direction. 
 
 
 

Pakistan has denied reports that it is making military
preparations close to the Indian border. India says it is not
increasing troop numbers in the area either.

 

Correct. This is the best summary. 
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Pakistan is moving thousands of troops from the north-west to the
Indian border. India is not significantly increasing the number of
troops on the border.

 

While this may be true, it is not the best summary as the report stated

that Pakistan had denied this. 
 
 
 

Hostilities are likely in South Asia as Pakistan builds up troop numbers
on the frontier with India and India prepares to retaliate.

 

While this may be true, it is not the best summary as the report stated

that both India and Pakistan had denied increasing troop numbers

near the border. 
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Scan reading
 

 

 
 

1 It is also important to be able to read a text in order to find particular
information quickly. Read this short article about some fighting between
Iraqi police and militants. The text will disappear after 30 seconds. Then
go to the next page and decide if the statements are true or false.
Afterwards, you can read the text again by clicking the 'back page' button. 

 

2 Iraqi policemen guard arrested suspects. 

 

3 Six Iraqi policemen and seven detained militants have been killed in the
city of Ramadi as the prisoners attempted to escape from a police station.
The shoot-out happened in the early hours of the morning in the city,
some 100km (60 miles) west of Baghdad. One of the militants
overpowered an officer as he was being escorted from his cell in what
appeared to be a well-planned operation, police said. The militants were
reported to be senior figures with links to al-Qaeda. Three of the detained
group of men managed to escape during the gun battle. Six police officers
were wounded by gunfire. Ramadi police have imposed a curfew across the
city following the incident. Police are searching through houses in the city
for the escaped militants.  
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Scan reading

It is also important to be able to read a text in order to find particular
information quickly. Read this short article about some fighting between

Six Iraqi policemen and seven detained
militants have been killed in the city of
Ramadi as the prisoners attempted to
escape from a police station. The shoot-
out happened in the early hours of the
morning in the city, some 100km (60
miles) west of Baghdad. One of the
militants overpowered an officer as he
was being escorted from his cell in what
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Scanning
 

How much do you remember about the detail in the previous text?
 

 
Click on the correct answer. Afterwards you can read the text again by clicking the
'back page' button. 
 
 
 

Six policemen were killed.

 

Correct. 
 
 
 

Three policemen were wounded.

 

Incorrect. Six policemen were wounded. 
 
 
 

Three militants were killed.

 

Incorrect. Seven militants were killed. 
 
 
 

Seven militants escaped

 

Incorrect. Three militants escaped. 
 
 
 

The incident took place in Baghdad.

 

Incorrect. It happened in Ramadi, 100km west of Baghdad. 
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Vocabulary



Vocabulary - phrasal verbs
 

Drag and drop the vocabulary to match the definition.
 
English has a lot of phrasal verbs (that's a verb used together with another word -
a preposition or adverb). They are very common, look very similar and it is
difficult to guess the meaning. 
 
 

Another way of saying to retreat is to pull back.

To repel or force to withdraw is to fight off.

To find and destroy the last resistance
after a victory is

to mop up.

To become stricter, apply more
pressure or repress is

to crack down.

To increase (e.g. operations) is to step up.
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Vocabulary - phrasal verbs
 

Drag and drop the vocabulary to match the definition.
 
The same verb can make many different phrasal verbs and, as they look very
similar, it is even more difficult to guess the meaning. 
 
 

To call in (e.g. reinforcements) is to ask them to come.

To call for a course of action is to say that something is necessary.

To call on somebody to do something is
to

request action from a particular party.

To call up (e.g. reservists) is to order soldiers to join their units.

To call something off is to cancel something which was planned.
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Missing prepositions
 

Put the prepositions into the correct place in the text.
 
After months of fighting, the president of Neurotica announced today that his
forces had broken through enemy lines, seized control of key strategic locations
and are advancing on the northern city of Insomnia. He announced they were
conducting search-and-destroy missions, stepping up operations looking for rebel
arms caches and mopping up any rebel units that did not manage to escape.
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Missing prepositions
 

Put the prepositions into the correct place in the text.
 
It seems that the government forces are poised for a final assault on the rebel
stronghold. Elite troops are thought to be on standby for the offensive and
reservists are being called up to join their units. Similarly, the rebels are appealing
to their supporters with a general call to arms. 
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Missing prepositions
 

Put the prepositions into the correct place in the text.
 
But Neurotica’s neighbour, Paranoica, is calling on Neurotica’s government to pull
back from their current positions, to enable peace talks to take place. Neurotica
has accused its neighbour of supporting and harbouring the rebels, and refused
their offers of mediation, even threatening to turn their forces on their neighbours
once they have finished off the rebels.
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Missing prepositions
 

Put the prepositions into the correct place in the text.
 
A burst of machine gun fire was heard in a border area yesterday and there are
fears that several of Neurotica’s neighbours will get drawn into the civil war.
Opponents of the government also fear that the president will use his victory to
crack down on their activities, whip up ethnic tensions and wage war on his own
people.
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Glossary



Glossary
 

 

 
 

1 This is a list of all of the vocabulary used in the module, together with a
definition: 
 

 

2  to call off 
a burst of gunfire 
a call to arms 
a ceasefire 
a curfew 
a ground operation 
a militant 
a shoot-out 
a siege 
a skirmish 
a stronghold 
a truce 
an air strike 
an ambush 
an arsenal 
an assault 
an atrocity 
an incident 
arms caches 
army leave 
bombardment 
destruction 
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Glossary

 to call off
a burst of gunfire
a call to arms
a ceasefire
a curfew
a ground operation
a militant
a shoot-out
a siege
a skirmish
a stronghold
a truce
an air strike
an ambush
an arsenal
an assault
an atrocity
an incident
arms caches

to cancel
many shots together
an appeal to prepare for war
an agreement to stop fighting
a rule that everyone must stay at home between
particular times
a military operation using foot soldiers
a person who is active, determined and often willing to
use force
a gun battle (usually small in scale)
the surrounding of a place by an armed force
a small battle
a building or position which is strongly defended
an agreement to stop fighting or arguing for a period of
time
an attack using aircraft
a surprise attack by people who were hiding and waiting
a collection of weapons or the place where these are
stored

1

2 3



 

3 to cancel 
many shots together 
an appeal to prepare for war 
an agreement to stop fighting 
a rule that everyone must stay at home between particular times 
a military operation using foot soldiers 
a person who is active, determined and often willing to use force 
a gun battle (usually small in scale) 
the surrounding of a place by an armed force 
a small battle 
a building or position which is strongly defended 
an agreement to stop fighting or arguing for a period of time 
an attack using aircraft 
a surprise attack by people who were hiding and waiting 
a collection of weapons or the place where these are stored 
an attack 
a violent, shocking act 
an event, often used when we are not sure what happened 
hidden collections of weapons 
time permitted away from the army as holiday 
to attack a place with continuous bombing 
extreme damage (the noun from destroy) 
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Glossary 
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Glossary 

hostilities
mediation
on standby
poised for
reinforcements
restive
search-and-destroy
security compounds
to bolster
to break through
to build up
to call for
to call in
to call on
to call up
to counter-attack
to crack down on something
to deploy
to detain
to draw somebody into
something

a formal word for periods of fighting in a war
attempts to find an agreement to end conflict
prepared and ready to act
prepared and ready to act
soldiers sent to join an army to make it stronger
unwilling to be controlled or be patient
attempts to find and kill the enemy
buildings housing soldiers or police
to support or improve something or make it stronger
to penetrate or push through a line
to increase in number
to demand that something happens
to ask somebody to come to help in a difficult situation
to ask somebody to do something (formal)
to order someone to join a military organisation
to attack in order to stop or oppose an enemy attack
to deal with something in a more severe way
to move soldiers or equipment to a place
to force someone officially to stay in a place
to make someone become involved in a difficult or
unpleasant situation



Glossary 
 

 

 
 

1 to fight off 
to finish off 
to harbour 
to marshal 
to mobilise 
to mop up 
to overpower 
to pull back 
to rally 
to redeploy 
to regroup 
to repel 
to repress 
to retaliate 
to retreat 
to rout 
to scale sth down 
to seize 
to step up 
to turn on sb 
to wage war 
to whip up 
to withdraw 
troops 
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Glossary 

to fight off
to finish off
to harbour
to marshal
to mobilise
to mop up
to overpower
to pull back
to rally
to redeploy
to regroup
to repel
to repress
to retaliate
to retreat
to rout
to scale sth down
to seize
to step up
to turn on sb
to wage war
to whip up

to repel, push back or defeat an enemy attack
to destroy any remaining enemy units after their defeat
to protect
to gather or organise
to prepare to fight, especially in a war
to finish dealing with something
to defeat someone by having greater strength or power
to retreat or move away from
to reorganise and prepare to keep fighting, especially in a
difficult situation
to send troops to a new location
to reorganise after or during a battle
to force something or someone to move away or stop
attacking you
to control what people do, especially by using force
to hurt someone or do something harmful to them because
they have done or said something harmful to you
to defeat an enemy completely and force them to run away
to decrease the size of something
to take by force
to increase the size, amount or speed of a process
to attack or criticize someone suddenly and unexpectedly

1 2



 

2 to repel, push back or defeat an enemy attack 
to destroy any remaining enemy units after their defeat 
to protect 
to gather or organise 
to prepare to fight, especially in a war 
to finish dealing with something 
to defeat someone by having greater strength or power 
to retreat or move away from 
to reorganise and prepare to keep fighting, especially in a difficult situation 
to send troops to a new location 
to reorganise after or during a battle 
to force something or someone to move away or stop attacking you 
to control what people do, especially by using force 
to hurt someone or do something harmful to them because they have done
or said something harmful to you 
to defeat an enemy completely and force them to run away 
to decrease the size of something 
to take by force 
to increase the size, amount or speed of a process  
to attack or criticize someone suddenly and unexpectedly 
to fight a war (more formal) 
to encourage or cause people to have strong feelings about something 
to take or move out or back, or to remove 
another word for soldiers 
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Pronunciation and review



Pronunciation practice: read and
repeat
 

 

 
 

1 destruction 

 

2 bombardment 

 

3 a compound 

 

4 to build up 

 

5 an arsenal 

 

6 a ground operation 

 

7 a militant 

 

8 a curfew 

 

9 an ambush 
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Pronunciation practice: read and repeat
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10 a truce 

 

11 a siege 

 

12 a skirmish 

 

13 atrocities 

 

14 strongholds 

 

15 ceasefires 

 

16 hostilities 

 

17 reinforcements 

 

18 to rally 

 

19 to retreat 

 

20 to deploy 

 

21 to counter-attack 

 

22 to mobilise 

 

23 to regroup 

 

24 to rout 

 

25 to withdraw 

 

26 to retaliate 

 

27 to marshal 
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Pronunciation practice: read and
repeat
 

 

 
 

1 skimming 

 

2 scanning 

 

3 redeployed 

 

4 army leave 

 

5 air strikes 

 

6 restive 

 

7 to scale down 

 

8 to bolster 

 

9 reinforcements 
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Pronunciation practice: read and repeat

1
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10 troops 

 

11 hostilities 

 

12 to retaliate 

 

13 militants 

 

14 to detain 

 

15 a shoot-out 

 

16 to overpower 

 

17 a curfew 

 

18 an incident 
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Pronunciation practice: read and
repeat
 

 

 
 

1 to retreat 

 

2 to pull back 

 

3 to repel 

 

4 to withdraw 

 

5 to fight off 

 

6 to mop up 

 

7 to repress 

 

8 to step up 

 

9 to call in 
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Pronunciation practice: read and repeat
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10 to call for 

 

11 to call on 

 

12 to call up 

 

13 to call off 

 

14 to break through 

 

15 to seize 

 

16 search-and-destroy 

 

17 arms caches 

 

18 to mop up 

 

19 poised for 

 

20 an assault 

 

21 a stronghold 

 

22 on standby 

 

23 a call-to-arms 

 

24 to harbour 

 

25 mediation 

 

26 to turn on somebody 

 

27 to finish off 
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28 a burst 

 

29 to draw somebody into something 

 

30 to crack down on something 

 

31 to whip up 

 

32 to wage war 
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